JUNE 2017
Evidence for abundance, Are we insane, The case for Aquaponics,
Inefficiencies in the Price (arbitrary value based) System, and more in this Quarter’s newsletter.

EVIDENCE FOR ABUNDANCE
This is a story of how the richest million, the poorest billion and
an entire generation of DIY Innovators are transforming our
world. WE are transforming our world.
We are living in a world of information and communication
Abundance. In 1981, the Osborne Executive Portable sold for
the equivalent of $7,000. Now, India’s Aakash Tablet retail for
~$35.00.

Technology is smarter, cheaper and more powerful than
before. A Maasai Warrior on a Smart Phone can access more
information than the U.S. President 15 years ago.

Self-driving cars will allow us to relax, connect with each other
and enjoy the view without stressing about traffic; robots
being used for manufacturing means that the laborers can take
time to create, to learn, to connect. A simple shift in attitude
towards society can allow a positive abundant future.
Consider this, Technology can eliminate scarcity and
abundance can be our future.

Technocracy has a design to Transition from the Current
Scarcity and Debt based economy to an Abundant and Energy
based economy.
Original Article

Currently, 1.1 Billion people lack access to safe drinking water,
and yet, there are many water purifiers being manufactured
that can transform salt water, polluted water, and even raw
sewage into safe, clean drinking water for pennies a gallon.
Connecting the two is abundance.
200 million people were connected online in 1998. In 2010,
there were 2 billion. By 2020 it is estimated there will be over
5 billion. That is 3 billion NEW, INNOVATIVE MINDS connected
online.
This easy access to the abundance of information has begun a
great collaborative design that is increasing technology that
reduces our need for human labor and opens our lives to the
beauty around us.

A legal definition of the word insanity is not knowing the
differences between fantasy and reality. If we agree to accept
this meaning of the word, then what does our knowledge of
'insanity' signify to us as it relates to our belief-based political
and economic institutions?

What will we discover? What will we invent? What was once
scarce is becoming Abundant.

Are those who uphold these traditions, insane? If we know the
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difference between fantasy and reality, and we continue to
hold the support of any political-price system economy; how
can we reasonably justify our willingness to trick ourselves into
believing that our net worth, and the quality of our lives, must
be determined by the opinions of politicians, economists, and
the amount of fiat money we are allowed to have?
What if an election were held and no one showed up to vote,
and what if money became worthless? Might we all be better
off without money and politics? Imagine every person ignoring
those systems that are designed to deceive us out of the
natural reality of abundance.
Political and economic price systems are based in a fantasy of
easily disclaimed beliefs, opinions and or myths. They are set
up to create divisions between various groups of people
through our willingness to believe in pretense.

The vast majority of us will never be represented by a politician
or price system economist, unless we can somehow find a way
to buy our own piece of the mythically controlled political
world. And that is becoming more difficult as the worlds faithbased money supply is consolidated into fewer hands and jobs
are replaced by automation, or are lost all together. The
corresponding increases in the cost of operating economically
viable businesses makes it harder to pay a living wage to
employees.

We have the ability to clean up the environment and keep it
clean as we begin to utilize optimum technologies for the
benefit of all, assuring a viable future for generations yet
unborn.
Should we just wait for a change in systems which might occur
when resources are exhausted beyond the point where they
can no longer be used to prop up Alice's Economic
Wonderland, or just wait until people finally realize that
politics that use price system economics as the basis for their
decision making are nothing more than an elaborate hoax?
No, we should not wait, let’s begin now, and use our minds to
discern the reality of the choices put before us. If it is
physically impossible to sustain an ever-expanding price
system economy in a finite world, then would it not be wise for

us to look beyond our scarcity-determined values, and begin
to balance the abundance of what we already know for the
betterment of everyone everywhere, equitably and without
prejudice?
This article was taken with permission from an online article and edited to
better fit Technocracy’s principles.

History has shown us time and time again that political
decisions do not create lasting solutions to our social, energy
and environmental problems. Most politicians’ jobs are to sell
us ideologies that support their own special interests by using
our own trustfulness against us, as we passionately or
passively agree to pay for their profit making with our blood,
sweat and tax dollars. These problems can be solved through
the functional utilization of fact-based decisions derived and
implemented by Artist, Engineer, Scientific, Technical and
ineqTechnological experts working together with a global
outlook.
We have the technology to produce and distribute an
abundance of goods and services to each and every citizen.
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Why growing food is the single most
impactful thing you can do..

▪ Facilitates a greater awakening by setting an example for
others to follow

By Alex Pietrowski Waking Times

The most effective change-makers in our society aren’t waiting
around for a new president to make their lives better, they’re
planting seeds, quite literally, and through the revolutionary
act of gardening, they’re rebuilding their communities while
growing their own independence.

When united, awareness and action create the kind of changes
that a rigid control system cannot tolerate, and when
extraordinary people take the lead, a meaningful movement
can take hold. This is real action, it is very effective, and as it
becomes more mainstream to set up gardens in your yard and
on your block, we will witness the re-emergence of the kind of
society we want.

Every four years when the big election comes around, millions
of people put their passion for creating a better world into an
increasingly corrupt and absurd political contest. What if that
energy was instead invested in something worthwhile,
something that directly and immediately improved life,
community, and the world at large?

Just a few generations ago, gardening for sustenance was not
the fringe activity that it has become in recent decades,
because it was a basic daily act of survival. One that will rise
again as a controlled economy and engineered economic
collapse will make it imperative to join forces with your
community and defend your personal sovereignty.

The simple act of growing our own food directly affects us in
many authentic ways, which is why some of the most forwardthinking and strongest-willed people are picking up shovels
and starting gardens.

Why don’t churches get together and put in a healthy food
market… isn’t that doing good?

Think about it. Creating your own food supply challenges the
status quo in a number of important ways. Growing your own
food:
▪ Decreases dependence on a polluted corporate food
system
▪ Improves health and wellness by providing exercise and
nutritious food, possibly freeing us from dependence on
a for-profit medical system
▪ Undermines the agro-chemical industry that is polluting
our world and killing bees
▪ Highlights issues of political control by pitting
homeowners and gardeners against government and
ordinance makers
▪ Builds and heals community by providing a place and
activity worth coming together over
▪ Works to repair the damage we are doing to the
environment with our consumer lifestyles
▪ Protects us against insecurity and food unrest

What happens when you transform yourself by deepening
your connection to nature? What happens when you then
transform your community by bringing your neighbors
together in the goal of providing something of immense value
to all? What happens then when a nation of transformed
communities sees their world without the boundaries of and
limitations imposed on us by a corrupt system?
Time to try something effective and rewarding. Let’s overgrow
the system, and transform our health and communities in the
process.
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High Desert Aquaponics Green House
By Justin Lazzara

to the structure. Attach the PVC ribbing to the wood using the
2 hole straps.

As a project that has incredible impact on society, Technocracy
Inc. is creating an aquaponics green house in the high desert.
We will be recording construction, set-up, and use of the
facility, step-by-step.
For our first article, we will be going over the construction of
the greenhouse. The following is a materials list that you will
need to start.
MATERIALS LIST
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

36 2 hole straps
200’1” schedule 40 PVC pipe
4 2x4x10 wood planks
12 2x4x6 wood planks
6 2x6x10 wood planks
20 1x2x6 wood planks
1 4x8 sheets of OSB plywood
4 aluminum 6x12 register vents
1 roll of 3 mil clear plastic
Screws
18 18”x 5/8 rebar
6 forming stakes
2 nail plates
Foam rubber or other padding

Step 1 – Layout 2x6x10 wood planks in rectangular shape to
form your base using the nail plates and screws. Level your
form to the ground using the forming stakes attached to the
wood and a level. Attach the rebar to the base form, and
thread the PVC over it to form the base, using the 2 hole straps
to secure the PVC to the wood, and bend them across, securing
over the rebar for stability. Then repeat the process on the
other side of the form, creating a ribbing for the plastic to
come later.

Step 3 - Cover the structure with the 3 mil clear plastic, and
secure it to the frame (sturdy staples suggested as nails pull
out). Before covering with clear plastic, be sure to cover any
sharp corners with foam rubber, or other padding material, to
keep plastic from tearing.
Step 4 – Level dirt at the base of the form to keep critters out,
and to give yourself a level surface to work on. You
can use cinder blocks for big gaps at the base of the form,
backed/packed with dirt.

Step 2 – Brace the ribbing with 2x4x10 wood planks and build

your end-caps and doorway with the plywood, to give riggidity
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Step 5 – Add venting to the structure using the aluminum 6x12
register vents placing 2 at each end of the structure. Place at
the top of the front and back, to create a breeze way. Pile the
dirt up around the outside of the form to keep out pests.

$20 Billion Agricultural Subsidies:
American farm subsidies currently cost taxpayers $20-25
billion a year. Roughly one million farmers and land owners
receive federal subsidies, however a large portion of the
payments go to the largest producers of major crops such as
corn, wheat, rice, cotton and soybeans. In America, a person
does not need to grow crops in order to be treated as a farmer.
The Government Accountability Office reported that between
2007 and 2011 $3 million in subsidies was paid to 2,300 farms
where no crops of any type were grown. And between 2008
and 2012, $10.6 million was paid to farmers who had been
dead for more than one year.
In 2014 a bill was passed to abolish direct payments based on
land ownership and instead base payments on crop prices and
productivity. It also expanded the largest farm subsidy
program; crop insurance. Supporters of the bill claimed that it
would save taxpayer money, but the opposite has happened
and the farm programs will cost billions of dollars a year more
than originally estimated. If the subsidies and crop insurance
were only applicable to family farmers that would be helpful
and understandable; Instead:
Some recipients of farm subsidies since 1995 are: Ted Turner,
Founder of CNN; Bruce Springsteen, Rock star; Chuck Grassley,
Senator; Penny Pritzker, Commerce Secretary and Billionaire;
Henry Kravis, Private Equity Magnate; and Alice, Jim and Rob
Walton, Children of Walmart Founder.
$76 Million to Support Wild Horses in Captivity

This completes phase 1.
We will go over plant and aquaponics set-up in the next
phase.

Billion Dollar Inefficiencies in a Money
Based System by Catherine Sheard
Government Spending Does Not Always Follow Common Sense

Billions of tax payer dollars are wasted each year through
Government spending. The waste, of course, is often in the
eye of the beholder, but sometimes the federal government
continues to spend money due to outdated laws or past the
point of common sense. One area that most people are
familiar with is agricultural subsidies; however, there are other
less commonly known examples.

While most people have heard of farm subsidies, many are
unfamiliar with the plight of America’s wild horses and Bureau
of Land Management (BLM) programs that cost tax payers $76
million per year to capture, feed and stockpile horses.
Congress passed the wild horse protection law in 1971 stating
that “wild free-roaming horses and burros are living symbols
of the historic and pioneer spirit of the West.” At that time, the
government estimated 17,000 wild horses and burros roamed
across 10 western states. Congress intended for wild horses
to remain wild, however due to a lack of natural predators
there is not enough land to sustain ‘living in the wild’ for all
wild horses now.
The BLM reports there are currently around 40,000 freeroaming horses in the United States, but almost 50,000 wild
horses are living in government funded holding facilities. Two
options the BLM relies on are an attempt to adopt the horse at
an event for three times for a nominal amount, often $125,
and if not adopted the horses are exiled to long term holding
pastures. The humane society and animal rights activists have
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been involved in the issues surrounding the wild horses and it
has been and remains the policy of the BLM not to sell or send
any wild horses or burros to slaughter.
$1 Billion That Nobody Wants; Dollar Coins
In 2005 Congress decided to engage the public by minting a
new series of dollar coins. The idea was to mint a new coin for
release every three months between 2007 and 2016. The
coins were largely rejected by the public and in 2011, the stock
pile of dollar coins reached 1.4 billion at an estimated $300
million to manufacture and store the coins. Fortunately, the
minting of Presidential dollar coins for circulation was
suspended at the end of 2011; otherwise the stockpile could
have reached 2 billion coins. Between 2012 and 2016 the
presidential coins were issued in reduced quantities for
collectors.

The Impact of technological change and
growth on Western Europe - 1300 to 1914
Rui Luo 14 May 2017 Original Article
While the impact of modern technological change on the skill
premium has been well explained, there has been no study of the
evolution of the skill premium over the very long run. This column
reveals that the skill premium in Western Europe declined between
1300 and 1600, and converged to a low and stable level afterwards.
Growth and technological change, while stimulating economic
development and the transition from a pre-modern era to modern era,

Does growth and technological change enhance or reduce
wage inequality? One key reflection of the impact of growth
and technological change on inequality is the evolution of the
skill premium, which measures the change of wage inequality
between skilled labour and unskilled labour. As discussed by
Acemoglu (2002), both the skill premium and the relative
supply of skilled labour increased in the US post-1970s.
Figure 1 Post-war US skill premium and relative supply of skills

Other Questionable Uses of Government Money between
2015 and 2016:
• $1.2 million project to evaluate effects of microgravity on
sheep
• $1.3 million grant to investigate how a foam koozie keeps a
can of cold beer cool on a hot day
• $43 million for a gas station in Afghanistan to fill cars with
compressed natural gas (CNG), but very few Afghan cars run
on CNG and conversion to CNG costs $800 and the average
wage in Afghanistan is $690 per year.
• $110 million to construct buildings left empty in Afghanistan
• $500 Million to fund an Obama program to train 3,000 Syrian
rebels to fight ISIS, however only 95 Syrian rebels returned to
Syria to fight and the program was discontinued.
Many of the afore mentioned expenditures could be avoided
by applying common sense, doing a feasibility study, or
adjusting when the previous law is economically outdated.
Hopefully an increased awareness of some ongoing issues will
help to resolve them more quickly in the future before millions
or billions of dollars are spent.
Sources:

Source: Acemoglu (2002).
Acemolgu (2002) attributes this joint increase in the skill
premium and the relative supply of skilled labour to skillbiased technological change (SBTC). He states that the
increase in the relative supply of skilled labour induces SBTC,
which then leads to a rise in the relative demand for the skilled
labour. The increase in the relative demand for skilled labour
brought about by SBTC is so large that it exceeds the relative
supply of skills. As a result, the skill premium goes up.
Examples of SBTC are the invention of computers. Industries
that are equipped with computers have excessive demand for
people with skills in operating computers. This widens the
wage gap between those with the skills and those without. In
this way, we can see that modern technological change, while
bringing tremendous growth, increases inequality.
New research
While the impact that modern technological change has on the
skill premium has been well explained by the SBTC hypothesis,
there has been no study of the evolution of the skill premium
in the very long historical run (c.1300 to 1914). Van Zanden
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(2009) estimates the skill premium in Western Europe using
data on the wages of skilled craftsman and unskilled labourers
produced by Allen (2001). Following the estimation made by
van Zanden (2009), in a recent paper (Luo 2017), I use the data
on wages of skilled craftsman and unskilled labourers to Van
Zanden (2009), I show that the skill premium in Western
Europe declined from 140% in 1300 to 58% in 1600, and stayed
at the level of 58% from 1600 to 1914 (Figure 2).

Within this unified growth framework, I show that the growth
of both the capital-human capital ratio and human capital
investment not only drives economic growth, but also affects
wage inequality. And they have competing effects on the skill
premium – increasing the capital-human capital ratio has a
positive effect on the skill premium, whereas increasing
human capital investment has a negative effect on it. My study
provides several findings.
•

Figure 2 Skill Premium in Western Europe from 1300 to 1914
•
•

Data source: Wage of Craftsman and Labourers Estimated by Allen (2001)

From 1300 to 1914, Western Europe witnessed colossal
technological change, growth, and development. This brought
about the fundamental socioeconomic transition from a premodern society, with agriculture as the main industry of
production, to the modern industrialised society. The skill
premium declined to a low and stable level as the economy
approached the modern era. This indicates that growth and
technological change in the past reduced inequality. The aim
of the research I present here is to study how growth and

technological change in this very long historical period reduced
the skill premium to a low and stable level.

The growth of the capital-human capital ratio is driven by
technological change. As the abundance of physical capital
relative to human capital grows from an initially low level to a
sufficiently high level…
I can then partition the period from 1300 to 1914 into three
regimes and see the evolution of the skill premium:
•

•
•

The model and findings
I develop a growth model that characterises the growth and
technological change in this long historical period. My model
‘unifies’ the economic growth in the pre-modern era and the
modern era, as well as the transition in between in a way that
is similar to the canonical unified growth models developed by
Oded Galor and co-authors. Similar to Galor and Moav (2004),
my model shows that the growth of the capital-human capital
ratio (the abundance of physical capital relative to human
capital) and human capital investment are the two
fundamental driving forces of economic growth and transition
from pre-modern society to modern society. And my model
generates a ‘take-off’ from pre-modernity to modernity similar
to that found by Galor and Weil (2000).

First, when the capital-human capital ratio is low, the
negative effect of the capital-human capital ratio
dominates.
Second, as the capital-human capital ratio grows
higher, the two effects cancel out.
Third, when the capital-human capital ratio becomes
sufficiently high, the positive effect of the human
capital investment dominates at the beginning. But as
the capital-human capital ratio continues to grow, its
negative effect on the skill premium dominates again.

•

In the first regime (1300-1600), the capital-human
capital ratio is low and technological progress is slow (it
is powered by inventions that come up intermittently)
but is not at a standstill. The negative effect of the ratio
dominates. And as the ratio grows as a result of
technological progress, the skill premium goes down
(from 140% to approximately 58%).
In the second regime (1600-1800), technological
progress is as slow as before, yet the capital-human
capital ratio becomes higher and triggers mild growth
of human capital investment. As the ratio continues
grow, powered by technological progress, the human
capital investment is growing in tandem with and their
competing effects cancel out. This results in a
stationary level of the skill premium (at 58%).
In the third regime (1800-1914), the capital-human
capital ratio becomes sufficiently high. This results in
an increase in the amount of human capital
investment. The increase in human capital investment
also leads the positive effect of human capital
investment to be initially dominant over the negative
effect of ratio, incurring an upward jump of the skill
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•

premium. On the other hand, the human capital
investment becomes so large that it starts to augment
technological progress. The more investment made to
acquire human capital, the higher the rate of the
technological progress. This leads to sustainably
growing technology. The acceleration of technological
progress results in faster growth of the ratio. And as
time goes by, the negative impact of its growth
becomes dominant again.
• The skill premium then decreases and converges back
to the level in the previous regime (i.e. 58%) in the long
run.
According to these three findings, the skill premium, after
experiencing an initial decline, converges to a low and stable
level afterwards. These findings unveil the insightful linkage
between growth and inequality in the very long run – the more
advanced the regime an economy enters, the lower the wage
inequality. Growth and technological change, while
stimulating economic development and the transition from a
pre-modern era to modern era, reduced the wage inequality
between different working groups. This implies that people
from all working groups, both the skilled and the unskilled,
benefit from economic growth.
Policy implications
This finding has important policy implications. It shows that
physical capital accumulation (i.e. growth of the capitalhuman capital ratio) is the key to reducing poverty and
facilitating technological progress.
As physical capital
becomes sufficiently abundant relative to human capital,
individuals have a stronger preference to invest in human
capital, which triggers technological progress that benefits
people in all working groups. This shows that policies that
enhance physical capital accumulation can increase
individuals’ incentive to invest in human capital. At the same
time, good institutions are needed to guarantee that each
individual will see increases in their capital stock. In
combination with infrastructure development, this is essential
to reducing poverty and inequality in contemporary
developing and underdeveloped countries.
References
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Trend toward automation and
Technocracy’s solution
By Stephen L. Doll

(Published in the Daytona Beach News-Journal, Dec.

3, 2000)

A Wit cartoon told volumes about job insecurity but missed
the mark. It shows a sign next to an office door: “Plithson
and Sykes: Eliminating Jobs since 1994.”

Original New Yorker Cartoon

Yes, the Plithsons and the Sykeses have a hand in it. They are
the hired human chainsaws who seek out the latest technology
to increase output and the bottom line by eliminating their
most expensive outlay: human labor. This goes back many
more years than to 1994.
There is a trend here, one that Technocracy identified in the
1920’s. Another story in the News-Journal told of increasing
production and lower labor costs. To me, this translates into
less purchasing power going into the hands of the workers.
Not coincidentally, we see another uptick in credit card
indebtedness.

Yes, dangling the sword of severance or the carrot of incentive
over employees’ heads may increase production, but the
introduction of technology, automation and cybernation plays
a far more significant role. This is a trend that no politician has
come to terms with, other than allowing the further piling up
of debt. Senior citizens may be wealthier than in the past, but
the next generation will pick up the tab – if they have jobs.
Unlike the price system analysts and spin doctors, however,
Technocracy proposed a solution: conversion to an energybased accounting system, with guaranteed purchasing power
to all citizens. Not only would this provide the first real
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economic security any civilization has ever known, it would
eliminate the motivation for all money-related crime.
The introduction of new technology would no longer threaten
anyone’s income but would reduce working hours across the
board without compromising purchasing power. It would
greatly reduce the waste of resources we indulge in to support
the planned obsolescence and useless technology to keep the
consumers swiping those cards (another job-eliminating
technology).
Corporate-sponsored sports and entertainment figures seem
to be doing all right, as indicated by the $90 million plus
contract being negotiated by local baseball hero Chipper

Jones, or the $20 million per picture commanded by such
luminaries as Julia Roberts and Harrison Ford. So much for our
priorities.
We are indeed the most entertained generation in history –
and the most unprepared.
The creation of a service-oriented, credit-dependent economy
only buys insecure time for an archaic system.
I challenge any political candidate to present a viable solution
to the ongoing loss of real purchasing power to the irreversible
trend toward automation, without saddling future generations
with cradle-to-grave debt.
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